
Wedding  
photography

L I V I A  F I G U E I R E D O

Documentary, fun and creative wedding photos



Using the surroundings to create epic photos that represent your story and 
personalities

My goal is to document real emotions



The key is to have FUN and not posing for ages, I WORK FAST and all I want 
it's for you to enjoy your day



My style is creative and documentary. I use the surroundings to inspire me and to 
create timeless photos



Doesn't matter if you have a city wedding or in the middle of the woods 
real moments happen anywhere



I usually arrive between 1-2 hours before your ceremony 
to capture the getting ready moments



I will be sure to document the preparation without interfering with the flow of the day 
and when possible I cover both for the morning prep



Between the documentary shots I take some portraits too, everyone should feel 
beautiful on their wedding day



I'm very detail oriented and make sure to photograph all the things that tell 
the story of the day



I'm equipped with a full professional photography kit (and backups) that can deal with 
every situation on the day. I'm also full insured.



During the ceremony I'm discrete and my main goal is to capture the day in a respectful 
manner



I have no issues in working with videographers and/or other professionals 
we are all here to tell your story



I usually work on my own but a second photographer can be added to the packages 
(€350) Another photographer gives an alternative angle to the day and extra images!



I want my couples to ENJOY THE DAY to the maximum so I sit down with them before 
the wedding to go over the plans for the day 



Communication is key. I make sure I hear my couples to get to know them and also 
to make sure we are working as a team 



For me it's all about candids! I chase the real moments, the laughs, tears and everything
in between so you can see those moments of the day you might have missed 



I know that putting this day together took time and effort so I make sure to capture all 
the aspects of the day



One of best parts of the day are the speeches. I love photographing them and I find 
that is always a great source for spontaneous moments  



I offer a full day coverage which include your first dance as married couple



I also stay for the first few songs to get everyone's dancing shoes in action I can't miss all that fun! 
Might even dance a little myself too!



Being in front of the camera is tough that's why engagement sessions are a good way to practice  
and feel more comfortable. They are €275.



I'm  happy to meet in person or via Skype to chat about your wedding and answer any questions you 
may have. I'm usually a talker but I promise it's just because I flipping love weddings! 

If you would like to book I require non-refundable deposit of €300 to secure your date. Without it and
signed contract, unfortunately I can't guarantee your date will be available.  

 
 



Other than loving weddings ( a lot!) I'm 
also one of the biggest pug fans and you 

can easily see me giggling is there one 
around.  

I'm based in Dublin but I' m originally from 
Brazil, I discover photography when I was 

traveling around Europe and these two 
things are big passions of mine .  

I believe in the power of photos and 
documenting your story and I often take 

pictures of me and my partner so we re live 
special moments in our lives



Feel free to see behind the scenes and my most recent work at Instagram 
(I do talk about food there a lot too!) @liviafigueiredowedding



Let's work together, create memories and have fun!



Send me an email contact@liviafigueiredo.com



Creative, fun and documentary



www.liviafigueiredo.com



Exist in photos


